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ABSTRACT 
 
 A deep crustal seismic reflection and magnetotelluric survey, conducted in 2007, 
established the architecture and geodynamic framework of north Queensland, Australia. 
                                                 
 Corresponding author: Russell.Korsch@ga.gov.au 
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Results based on the interpretation of the deep seismic data include the discovery of a major, 
west-dipping, Paleoproterozoic (or older) crustal boundary, considered to be an ancient suture 
zone, separating relatively nonreflective, thick crust of the Mount Isa Province from thinner, 
two layered crust to the east. Farther to the east, a second major crustal boundary also dips 
west or southwest, offsetting the Moho and extending below it, and is interpreted as a fossil 
subduction zone. Across the region, the lower crust is mostly highly reflective and is 
subdivided into three mappable seismic provinces, but they have not been tracked to the 
surface. In the east, the Greenvale and Charters Towers Provinces, part of the Thomson 
Orogen, have been mapped on the surface as two discrete provinces, but the seismic 
interpretation raises the possibility that these two provinces are continuous in the subsurface, 
and also extend northwards to beneath the Hodgkinson Province, originally forming part of an 
extensive Neoproterozoic-Cambrian passive margin. Continuation of the Thomson Orogen at 
depth beneath the Hodgkinson and Broken River Provinces suggests that these provinces 
(which formed in an oceanic environment, possibly as an accretionary wedge at a convergent 
margin) have been thrust westwards onto the older continental passive margin. The Tasman 
Line, originally defined to represent the eastern limit of Precambrian rocks in Australia, has a 
complicated geometry in three dimensions, which is related to regional deformational events 
during the Paleozoic. Overall, the seismic data show evidence for a continental margin with a 
long history (Paleoproterozoic to early Mesozoic) but showing only limited outward growth 
by crustal accretion, because of a repeated history of overthrust shortening during repeated 
phases of orogenesis.  
 
1. Introduction 
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 North Queensland, Australia lies on the cratonic margin of Australia and has had a 
complex crustal history involving the successive development of several Proterozoic to 
Paleozoic orogenic systems. It is richly endowed in minerals, both in terms of total resources, 
and the variety of commodities and deposit types. To better understand the regional 
geological controls on these resources, especially those related to energy, and to evaluate 
future energy and mineral resource potential of the region, a deep crustal seismic reflection 
survey was undertaken in 2007. The program represents collaboration between the Australian 
Government’s Onshore Energy Security Program, the Queensland Government’s Smart 
Mining and Smart Exploration initiatives and AuScope (an unincorporated company funded 
by the Australian Government under the National Collaborative Research Infrastructure 
Strategy, NCRIS). The survey, 1387 km in line length, was conducted in the Cloncurry-
Georgetown-Charters Towers regions of north Queensland to better establish the crustal 
architecture and geodynamic framework of northeast Australia (Fig. 1). The data were 
acquired by the National Research Facility for Earth Sounding (called ANSIR). Crustal-scale 
magnetotelluric and gravity data were also collected, and forward modelling of the gravity 
data along the seismic lines has been undertaken, using rock property data from Hone et al. 
(1987) and Langbein and Blenkinsop (2009), where applicable. In addition, geochemical, 
geochronological and complementary geophysical studies have been undertaken to support 
the seismic data acquisition and interpretation.  
 The recent seismic lines are the latest in a series of deep seismic profiles acquired 
across north Queensland, including extensive surveys in the Mount Isa Province conducted in 
1994 (see Drummond et al., 1997; Goleby et al., 1998; MacCready et al., 1998) undertaken by 
Geoscience Australia and the Australian Geodynamics Discovery Cooperative Research 
Centre, and in 2006 on behalf of Geoscience Australia, the Geological Survey of Queensland, 
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the Predictive Mineral Discovery Cooperative Research Centre and Zinifex Limited (Hutton 
and Korsch, 2008; Gibson et al., 2010) (Fig. 1).  
 Three main geological elements are exposed in north Queensland (Figs 1, 2):  
1. Paleoproterozoic to Mesoproterozoic basement, including the Mount Isa and Etheridge 
Provinces. These tracts form the eastern part of  the more extensive North Australian 
Craton of Myers et al. (1996), considered to represent a discrete crustal block which is 
interpreted to have amalgamated with other microcontinents in Paleoproterozoic time 
to form continental Australia (Betts and Giles, 2006; Cawood and Korsch, 2008). It 
was further suggested by Betts et al. (2002) that this amalgamation at about 1800 Ma 
also may have involved the assembly of several microcontinental fragments of 
Archean age to form the North Australian Craton as a composite unit. The Mount Isa 
and Etheridge Provinces have strikingly similar geological histories since about 1710 
Ma, involving comparable, coeval late Paleoproterozoic to early Mesoproterozoic 
sedimentary successions and episodes of plutonism and orogenesis (see Betts et al., 
2006; Foster and Austin; 2008, Withnall et al., 2009). 
2. Paleozoic rocks of the Tasman Orogenic Zone (Fig. 2). Rock assemblages of this 
complex system occupy much of eastern Australia, and their boundary with cratonic 
rocks to the west, the Tasman Line of Hill (1951), historically has been considered an 
important boundary in crustal evolution, although its significance has recently been 
brought into question (Direen and Crawford, 2003). For most of its course, the 
Tasman Line is obscured by younger sedimentary cover. North Queensland presents 
its best exposure, defined by the Palmerville Fault and Lynd Mylonite Zone, which 
bound the eastern side of the Etheridge Province (Fig. 1). Two successive, orogenic 
systems are recognised in the north Queensland portion of the Tasman Orogenic Zone 
(Withnall and Henderson, 2012; Jell, 2012). The Neoproterozoic-Ordovician Thomson 
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Orogen is represented by rocks of the Greenvale, Charters Towers and Barnard 
Provinces (Fig. 2). Its development was terminated by early Silurian contractional 
orogenesis (Withnall and Henderson, 2012). The mid Silurian–Late Devonian aged 
Mossman Orogen is represented by rock assemblages of the Hodgkinson and Broken 
River Provinces. Contractional orogenesis, timed as close to the Devonian-
Carboniferous boundary, brought its development to a close (Withnall and Henderson, 
2012). 
3. Neoproterozoic to Cenozoic basin systems which mostly overlie the Proterozoic 
basement. The Neoproterozoic-Devonian Georgina Basin is developed to the south 
and west of the Mount Isa Province, where it is little disturbed and generally less than 
1 km in thickness (Shergold and Druce, 1980), but can be up to 2.8 km thick, as seen 
on seismic line 06GA-M6 (Carr et al., 2010). Extensive, weakly-deformed to 
undisturbed Late Paleozoic to Triassic basins with thicker successions are developed 
on, and to the south of, the Charters Towers Province. The areally extensive Jurassic-
Cretaceous Eromanga and Carpentaria basins contain very thin successions, for which 
sporadic drillhole records indicate thicknesses generally less than 1 km (Smart and 
Senior, 1980).  
  Here, we use the results of the seismic survey to characterise crustal 
architecture in north Queensland, and specifically to examine: 
1. the relationship of the Mount Isa Province to the similar-age Etheridge Province to the 
east, 
2. the internal architecture and geodynamic setting of several provinces, including the 
Proterozoic Etheridge, and late Neoproterozoic to Paleozoic Greenvale, Charters 
Towers and Broken River Provinces and adjacent sedimentary basins, and,  
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3. the nature of the boundary between the Proterozoic basement provinces and the 
Neoproterozoic-Paleozoic Tasman Orogenic Zone in north Queensland, part of the 
Tasman Line as defined by Hill (1951), and observed in the project area as the 
Palmerville Fault and Lynd Mylonite Zone (Fig. 1). 
 
2. Seismic and magnetotelluric acquisition and processing 
 
 The Cloncurry-Georgetown-Charters Towers seismic lines were acquired in May to 
October 2007, using three Hemi-60 (60 000 lb) peak force vibrators as the energy source. A 
total of 1387 km of 2D seismic reflection data were collected to 20 s two-way travel time 
(TWT) over the four lines. The nominal CDP coverage was 60 fold for line 07GA-IG1 and 
was increased to 75 fold for the remaining three lines. A Sercel SN388 recording system was 
used to record and correlate the seismic data. Three sweeps, 6-64 Hz, 12-96 Hz, 8-72 Hz, each 
12 s long, with an 80 m vibration point interval, were selected as source acquisition 
parameters for this survey (see summary in Jones et al., 2009). Data were processed in the 
Disco/Focus seismic processing package. The final processing flow for the seismic lines is 
summarised in Jones et al. (2009). The seismic sections are displayed assuming an average 
crustal velocity of 6 km s-1, which provides a vertical to horizontal scale of approximately 
1:1. Crustal depths are estimated using a velocity of 6 km s-1, whereas thicknesses for 
sedimentary sections were estimated using a velocity of 4 km s-1. Below, we refer to dips of 
structures, but these are always apparent dips because the seismic sections are only two 
dimensional, unless the structure is observed on two intersecting seismic lines, which can then 
provide information on the true dips.  
 In June to September 2007, tensor magnetotelluric (MT) data were acquired between 
250 Hz and 0.01 Hz, at 116 sites spaced approximately 10 km apart, along lines 07GA-IG1, 
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07GA-IG2 and 07GA-CG1. Acquisition and processing of the data were by Quantec 
Geoscience Ltd. 
 Seismic line 07GA-IG1, 440 km long, is oriented approximately northeast-southwest, 
extends from northwest of Cloncurry in the eastern Mount Isa Province to the east of Croydon 
in the Etheridge Province, and was acquired mostly over a thin succession of the Jurassic-
Cretaceous Carpentaria Basin (Fig. 1). In general, on this section, the composition and 
internal structure of the crust is seismically reflective, except the Mount Isa Province, which 
is only weakly reflective (Fig. 3). East of the Mount Isa Province, the crust is essentially two-
layered, with a weakly to moderately reflective upper crust and a strongly reflective lower 
crust. 
 Seismic line 07GA-IG2, 243 km long, is oriented approximately east-west, extends 
from east of Croydon in the west to near Mount Surprise in the east, and was acquired on the 
Paleoproterozoic to Mesoproterozoic Etheridge Province (Fig. 1). In this profile, the crust is 
essentially two-layered, with a strongly reflective lower crust, which cannot be tracked to the 
surface, and a less reflective upper crust, which is representative of the Etheridge Province 
(Fig. 4). 
 Seismic line 07GA-GC1, 493 km long, is oriented approximately northwest-southeast, 
extends from east of Georgetown in the northwest to south of Charters Towers in the 
southeast, and crosses the eastern Etheridge Province, the Greenvale, western Broken River 
and Charters Towers Provinces, to the northern Drummond Basin (Fig. 1). In its simplest 
form, the crust in this profile also is essentially two-layered, with a strongly reflective lower 
crust, which cannot be tracked to the surface, and a less reflective upper crust, which is 
representative of several surface provinces (Fig. 5). 
 Seismic line 07GA-A1, 205 km long, is oriented approximately northeast-southwest, 
extends from near Mount Surprise in the southwest to near Mareeba in the northeast, and 
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crosses parts of the Etheridge and Hodgkinson Provinces (Fig. 1). Similar to the other seismic 
lines, the crust is essentially two-layered in this profile, with a strongly reflective lower crust, 
which cannot be tracked to the surface, and a less reflective upper crust, which is 
representative of the Etheridge and Hodgkinson Provinces (Fig. 6). 
 Overall, the quality of records of the four seismic lines is excellent, with strong 
reflectivity recorded down to the Moho. Following Korsch et al. (2010), we use the term 
seismic province to refer to a discrete volume of middle to lower crust, which cannot be 
traced to the surface, and whose crustal reflectivity is different to that of adjoining provinces. 
In north Queensland, we recognise five such seismic provinces, referred to as the 
Kowanyama, Numil, Abingdon, Agwamin and Greenvale Seismic Provinces. These are 
described in the following section, along with other components of the geology of north 
Queensland. 
 
3. Architecture of North Queensland based on the seismic lines 
 
3.1 Moho 
 
 Overall, the Moho is very well defined as the boundary between a highly reflective 
lower crust and a nonreflective upper mantle and, in general, it is subhorizontal, and sporadic 
deflections of it as irregularities are rare. The lowermost crust commonly is characterised by a 
pronounced zone of high reflectivity between 0.5 s TWT and about 1 s TWT (~1.5-3 km) in 
thickness, with subhorizontal reflections, which are laterally continuous, up to 4 km 
horizontally in length (e.g. Fig. 3). This represents a transition zone between the lower crust 
and upper mantle (Clowes and Oueity, 2010). Across the survey area, the Moho varies from a 
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depth of almost 18 s TWT (~54 km) beneath the Mount Isa Province (Fig. 7) to about 11 s 
TWT (~33 km) beneath the Hodgkinson Province (Fig. 6).  
 In several places across the survey lines, the Moho appears to be displaced by faulting. 
On the northeastern side of the Mount Isa Province, near the southwestern end of seismic line 
07GA-IG1 (Fig. 7), we have interpreted the Moho to be faulted, with a vertical displacement 
of about 2.3 s TWT (~7 km). Alternatively, it could be considered to be unbroken and ramp 
upwards towards the northeast, from a depth of about 18 s TWT (~54 km) to about 13.7 s 
TWT (~41 km) at about common depth point (CDP) 5000. A striking feature shows on the 
northeastern part of this seismic line, where the Moho is displaced at about CDP 17400 (Fig. 
3). Here, a band of reflections continuous with those in the lowermost crust, and some 1 s 
TWT (~3 km) thick, projects obliquely into the mantle, where they can be traced to a depth of 
at least 18 s TWT (~54 km).  
 Near the southeastern end of seismic line 07GA-GC1, the Moho again appears to be 
displaced, on a reflective surface interpreted as a northwest-directed thrust fault (Fig. 5, but 
note the complicated movement history, with extensional movement recorded higher in the 
crust). On seismic line 07GA-A1, at about CDP 6300, there is an abrupt change in the depth 
of the Moho of about 0.5 s TWT (~1.5 km), which we interpret as a thrust (northeast-side up), 
forming the boundary between the Abingdon and Agwamin Seismic Provinces (Fig. 6). 
 
3.2 Mount Isa Province 
 
 The Mount Isa Province, at the southwestern end of the seismic section 07GA-IG1, 
has a very thick crust, is only weakly to moderately seismically reflective, and shows very 
few coherent reflections, resulting in a homogeneous, amorphous character. Similar 
characteristics also apply to parts of several of the seismic lines acquired during the 2006 
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Mount Isa seismic survey (Hutton and Korsch, 2008; Gibson et al., 2010). In this seismic 
profile, the province has a wedge-shaped geometry, with its northeastern boundary being a 
planar surface which extends from the surface almost to the Moho at the southwestern edge of 
the section (Fig. 7).  
 
3.3 Kowanyama Seismic Province 
 
 In seismic section 07GA-IG1, the Kowanyama Seismic Province (in which we include 
the Claraville Province; both entities defined by Wellman (1997) based on gravity and 
magnetic anomalies) occurs beneath a very thin cover of the Jurassic-Cretaceous Carpentaria 
Basin, and is in fault contact in the near surface at CDP 18100 with the Etheridge Province to 
the northeast (Fig. 3). The province is about 5 s TWT (~15 km) thick, extends to the boundary 
with the Mount Isa Province near the southwestern end of the seismic section, and is 
underlain by the Numil Seismic Province (see below). It is weakly reflective, but appears to 
be highly structured, being cut by numerous faults, most of which dip to the northeast and 
sole down onto a major southwest-dipping fault that cuts through the crust to the Moho below 
about CDP 10000. Several zones of very low reflectivity, many of which occur immediately 
below the Carpentaria Basin, are interpreted as granites (Fig. 3). In the southwest, the 
structures dip to the northeast, whereas in the northeast they dip to the southwest, giving the 
appearance of doubly-vergent or Y-front geometry; the change in dip occurs at about CDP 
15500.  
 Forward gravity modelling based on the interpreted architecture of seismic line 07GA-
IG1 indicates that the observed gravity profile can be modelled closely using measured 
densities for both sedimentary basins and for basement units (Hone et al., 1987; Langbein and 
Blenkinsop, 2009), except for the addition of a higher density (2.93 g cm-3), presumably mafic 
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layer, in the lower part of the Kowanyama Seismic Province (Fig. 3; for details see Meixner 
and Chopping, 2009).  
 
3.4 Millungera Basin 
 
 A previously unknown sedimentary basin, termed the Millungera Basin (see Korsch et 
al., 2011), has been imaged in seismic line 07GA-IG1 beneath the shallow cover of the 
Carpentaria Basin and above the Kowanyama Seismic Province (Fig. 3). Relatively short 
intersections of the western part of the basin were first observed on seismic lines 06GA-M4 
and 06GA-MT5, acquired during the 2006 Mount Isa seismic survey (Hutton and Korsch, 
2008; Gibson et al., 2010). The basin shows mainly subhorizontal reflections, extending for 
about 70 km from CDP 6500 to CDP 9900, and is up to about 1.4 s TWT (2.8-3.5 km) in 
thickness.  
 The upper and lower surfaces of the basin are both unconformable, as most clearly 
shown for its lower contact at about CDP 7300 and for its upper contact at about CDP 9300. 
The age of the Millungera Basin is currently unknown, although cuttings, interpreted to be 
quartz-rich sandstones, from drill holes which possibly penetrated into the basin about 150 km 
south of seismic line 07GA-IG1, have SHRIMP detrital zircon maximum depositional ages of 
1560 Ma to 1593 Ma (Neumann and Kositcin, 2011). One sample contains four younger 
grains, with the youngest being about 545 Ma, but their significance is uncertain (Neumann 
and Kositcin, 2011).  
 The margins of the Millungera Basin are faulted, with its southwest boundary in 
seismic line 07GA-IG1 marked by a southwest-dipping fault, and the northeast margin being 
truncated by a northeast-dipping thrust fault (Fig. 3). The Millungera Basin overlies four 
prominent nonreflective zones up to 0.5 s TWT (1.5 km) thick, which we interpret to be 
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granites. For a detailed description of the Millungera Basin, see Korsch et al. (2011). Further 
to the northeast, a series of reflections with a similar sedimentary character occur at about 
CDP 16400 to about CDP 17000 and are possibly part of the same basin system. 
 
3.5 Numil Seismic Province 
 
 The Numil Seismic Province (named after the Numil 1:100 000 Sheet) extends across 
almost the entire seismic line 07GA-IG1, from the boundary with the Mount Isa Province in 
the southwest to the northeastern limit of the section (Fig. 3). It is also represented on the 
western part of line 07GA-IG2 (Fig.4). It mostly represents the lowest crust but in the eastern 
part of its distribution it overlies the Abingdon Seismic Province with some continuity of 
reflections, and is highly structured. Its upper boundary is defined as the top of the highly 
reflective lower to middle crust, with the less reflective domains above it forming the 
Kowanyama Seismic Province and the Etheridge Province. This contact has variable relief, 
with its deepest point being at about 6.3 s TWT (~19 km) at CDP 9500 and at broad scale for 
line 07GA-IG1 shows a convex-up geometry, being only about 0.8 s TWT (~2 km) below the 
surface at about CDP 18150.  
 The Numil Seismic Province shows a series of low-angle structures on line 07GA-IG1 
which have an apparent dip to the southwest of about 20o. These form a series of linked faults, 
which we interpret to cut the entire crust, extending from the near surface to the Moho (Fig. 
3). Near the surface, the upper fault in this array defines the boundary between the 
Kowanyama Seismic Province and the Etheridge Province, located at CDP 18100, and soling 
onto the Moho at approximately CDP 9800; it is a remarkably planar structure. The upper 
culmination of the Numil Seismic Province spatially corresponds with the position where this 
southwest-dipping structure comes to the surface. To the east of this array, there are no 
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significant inclined reflections in the Numil Seismic Province, with the exception of one fault 
near the northeastern end of line 07GA-IG1. The boundary between the Numil and 
Kowanyama Seismic Provinces is truncated by faults with low angle dips (5-20o) to the 
northeast, which generally show thrust offsets, but with an occasional extensional offset. 
Generally, these structures sole onto the upper, crustal-penetrating, southwest-dipping fault. 
 
3.6 Eastern boundary of Mount Isa Province (Gidyea Suture Zone)  
 
 A broad zone of low reflectivity some 10 km across is apparent near the southwestern 
end of seismic line 07GA-IG1, and is essentially planar, with a dip to the southwest of about 
40o. It extends from the surface to the mantle (Fig. 7). At depth, this zone forms the boundary 
between the Mount Isa Province in the southwest and the Numil Seismic Province to the 
northeast. The zone has some internal reflectivity, with structures that are collinear with its 
margins. In its upper, eastern part, it abuts a fault-bounded, lozenge-shaped domain. We 
assign the Numil Seismic Province as its lower boundary. We interpret this zone to be an 
ancient suture zone, because it separates crust with totally different reflective character on 
either side, and we name it the Gidyea Suture Zone (named after the Gidyea bore). The 
geometry of this suture is confirmed by magnetotelluric data collected along the seismic line, 
which show a marked change in resistivity coincident with its seismic expression (Fig. 8), 
with the Mount Isa Province being highly resistive and the western parts of the Kowanyama 
and Numil Seismic Provinces being highly conductive. This suture also appears to correspond 
with the western margin of the Carpentaria Conductivity Anomaly of Lilley et al. (2003). 
Furthermore, vertical slices through the 3D inversion of both the gravity and magnetic 
datasets at the location of the seismic section also confirm the position of this boundary (Fig. 
8; for details see Chopping et al., 2009; Williams et al., 2009).  
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3.7 Abingdon Seismic Province 
 
 The Abingdon Seismic Province (named after the Abingdon 1:100 000 Sheet area) is 
interpreted on all four seismic lines (Figs 3 to 6). It forms the lower crust in the northeastern 
part of seismic section 07GA-IG1 (Fig. 3), extends across seismic line 07GA-IG2 (Fig. 4) to 
the northwest part of seismic line 07GA-GC1 (Fig. 5) and to the northeast part of seismic line 
07GA-A1 (Fig. 6). It is highly to moderately reflective, with a well-defined Moho. Its western 
boundary is defined by the major structure that extends from about the 2 s TWT (~6 km) step 
in the Moho at about CDP 17400 in seismic line 07GA-IG1, to the mid crust on seismic line 
07GA-IG2. The step in the Moho is associated with the presence of reflections which can be 
traced below the Moho to a depth of about 18 s TWT (~54 km) at about CDP 15300 (Fig. 9). 
We interpret these reflections to represent a fossil subduction zone (see discussion below), 
and the name Rowe Fossil Subduction Zone (named after the Rowe bore) is applied to it. 
 The upper boundary of the Abingdon Seismic Province is essentially subhorizontal, 
except for its western part, which has a gentle dip to the west. Its subhorizontal component is 
at a depth of 4.0-6.3 s TWT (~12-19 km depth), descending at the western end of section 
07GA-IG2 (Fig. 4) to about 8.3 s TWT (~25 km depth).  
 The Abingdon Seismic Province is highly reflective, with laterally continuous 
subhorizontal reflections up to 20 km long, but it is relatively unstructured, with no obvious 
major dipping structures. Between CDPs 11000 and 13000 on seismic line 07GA-IG2, there 
are three nonreflective zones up to  about 8 km long and about 1 s TWT (~3 km) thick (Fig. 
4), deepening to the east, which we interpret to be granites. 
 On seismic line 07GA-GC1, the upper boundary of the Abingdon Seismic Province is 
interpreted to be subhorizontal at about 5.5-7.0 s TWT (~16-21 km depth) (Fig. 5). To the 
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southeast, this surface has an apparent dip to the southeast, thinning rapidly from CDP 7800, 
and eventually wedging out at the Moho at CDP 14400. Although there are no obvious areas 
of low reflectivity, reflections are weaker in a zone between CDP 8400 and CDP 12400. 
 In seismic line 07GA-A1, the interpreted top of this seismic province is subhorizontal 
in the southwest at about 5-6 s TWT (~15-18 km depth) (Fig. 6). This surface then dips to the 
northeast, thinning rapidly from CDP 9100, and wedging out at the Moho at CDP 6200. This 
surface appears to displace the Moho by some 0.6 s TWT (~2 km) at about CDP 9200, and we 
interpret it to be a fault, for which thrust movement is indicated.  
 The boundary between the Numil and Abingdon Seismic Provinces is interpreted as a 
low-angle, west-dipping structure within highly reflective lower crust (the Rowe Fossil 
Subduction Zone, Fig. 9), traced into seismic line 07GA-IG2 from the tie with seismic line 
07GA-IG1. Both the Numil and Abingdon Seismic Provinces are highly reflective, and there 
is essentially no difference in the seismic character of the seismic provinces in the 
hangingwall and footwall across the inferred fossil subduction zone. 
 
3.8 Etheridge Province  
 
 The Etheridge Province is recognised as a zone of generally low reflectivity at the 
northeastern end of seismic line 07GA-IG1 (Fig. 9), is continuous across line 07GA-IG2 (Fig. 
4), linking to the northwestern end of line 07GA-GC1 (Fig. 10) and the southwestern end of 
line 07GA-A1 (Fig. 6). The upper Etheridge Group can be traced from the surface on seismic 
line 07GA-IG2, where it occurs to the east of the Croydon Volcanic Group and Langlovale 
Group, and occupies that part of this seismic section immediately above the highly reflective 
Numil Seismic Province in the middle crust. The Langlovale Group occurs to a depth of about 
2.5 s TWT (~7.5 km) and is very nonreflective (Fig. 4). The Croydon Volcanic Group and 
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granites of the Esmeralda Supersuite collectively show as a very thin, nonreflective domain 
<0.7 s TWT thick (~2.1 km). These units have gently undulating bases. The thinnest part of 
the Etheridge Province on seismic line 07GA-IG1 is at about CDP 18100 (Fig. 9), 
immediately to the northeast of its faulted contact with the Kowanyama Seismic Province. 
Here, we interpret the upper Etheridge Group to be below the Carpentaria Basin, with the 
Langlovale Group and younger units being eroded. 
 On seismic line 07GA-IG2, the Etheridge Province can be divided into a western part, 
which represents the upper part of the Etheridge Group, and an eastern part, which represents 
mainly the lower part of the Etheridge Group (Fig. 4). The eastern part is much more 
reflective than the western part, and the boundary between the two parts has an open 
sigmoidal shape with a dip to the west. Recent work on the Etheridge Group (see Withnall et 
al., 2009), indicates that there is a major change in provenance between the lower and upper 
parts of the Group, which occurred at about 1650 Ma (Lambeck et al., 2010, 2012). Above 
this boundary, exposed rocks of the upper Etheridge Group young to the west, and have been 
mapped as being conformable with the lower Etheridge Group. In the seismic section (Fig. 4), 
the boundary cuts subhorizontal seismic reflections in the lower Etheridge Group at a low 
angle, suggesting that it is either a fault or an unconformity. This boundary in the upper crust 
is coincident with a large conductivity anomaly shown by magnetotelluric data (Fig. 4), 
although the geological significance of the MT anomaly is uncertain. The intersection of this 
boundary with the top of the Numil Seismic Province is defined by reflections, which are 
nearly orthogonal to each other, with west-dipping reflections in the lower Etheridge Province 
contrasting with gently east-dipping ones in the Numil Seismic Province at the western of the 
seismic section (Fig. 4). 
 Forward gravity modelling based on the interpretation of seismic lines 07GA-IG1 
(Fig. 3) and 07GA-IG2 (Fig. 4) produce a very close match between the observed and 
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modelled gravity data, using densities appropriate to the crustal components (Hone et al., 
1987; Langbein and Blenkinsop, 2009), apart from inferring a higher density (2.93 g cm-3), 
representing a mafic layer, in the lower part of the upper Etheridge Group. As well, two 
additional smaller dense units (3.1 g cm-3) are included to help the model fit the observed 
profile.  
 On seismic line 07GA-IG2, the Langlovale Group occurs to a depth of about 1.7 s 
TWT (~5 km) and is interpreted to have a maximum thickness of about 1 s TWT (~3 km), 
comparable with its indicated thickness at the surface, and is particularly nonreflective (Fig. 
4). The Croydon Volcanic Group, Inorunie Group and Esmeralda Granite are very thin, in 
total <0.5 s TWT thick (~1.5 km). All these units have relatively flat bases. Three low-angle, 
west-dipping faults with likely extensional offsets on the base of the Langlovale Group, link 
together and sole out onto the upper boundary of the Numil Seismic Province (Fig. 4).  
 The eastern half of the Etheridge Province has variable reflectivity, with nonreflective 
zones, which correspond commonly to relative gravity lows, interpreted to be granites. 
Although the metamorphic grade of the exposed lower Etheridge Group generally increases 
towards the east (Withnall, 1984), there is no obvious change in the seismic character 
corresponding to this trend. 
 At the eastern end of line 07GA-IG2, between about CDP 14300 and CDP 15300 (Fig. 
4), the reflections appear to be folded into several antiforms, which we interpret to be 
hangingwall structures sitting on low-angle faults which dip to the west. These faults are hard 
linked and cut into the crust to a depth of about 4.5 s TWT (~13 km). 
 Proterozoic and Paleozoic granites, which have been mapped at the surface, are 
interpreted to be relatively thin and elongate in shape (Fig. 4). A series of west- and east-
dipping faults have been interpreted to cut to a depth of about 2 s TWT (~6 km), and some of 
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these bound Late Paleozoic volcanic rocks, such as the Carboniferous Newcastle Range 
Volcanic Group. These faults appear to show extensional offsets. 
 At the northwestern end of seismic line 07GA-GC1, the Etheridge Province consists 
of late Paleoproterozoic Einasleigh Metamorphics (part of Etheridge Group) and associated 
plutonic rocks (Withnall et al., 2009). Our interpretation tracks this province to a depth of 
about 6 s TWT (~18 km), where its base is in contact with the upper boundary of the 
Abingdon Seismic Province (CDP 2000 to CDP 5200, Fig. 10). The province shows on this 
line and also on 07GA-A1 as less reflective seismically than the Abingdon or Agwamin 
Seismic Provinces, with its lower part more reflective than its upper part, where the lateral 
continuity in the reflections is generally lacking. Our interpretation recognises a slice (~1-2 s 
TWT, 3-6 km thick) of Agwamin Seismic Province below the Etheridge Province in the 
footwall to the Lynd Mylonite Zone (Fig. 10). 
 At the surface, the southeastern extent of the Etheridge Province is defined by the 
Lynd Mylonite Zone (line 07GA-GC1, CDP 7800, Fig. 10), with the Neoproterozoic-Early 
Paleozoic Greenvale Province cropping out to the southeast of this structure (Fig. 1). In the 
seismic section, the Lynd Mylonite Zone has been interpreted to dip to the northwest at about 
30º-40º, as a shallow fault zone which soles onto the upper boundary of the Abingdon Seismic 
Province at about CDP 5200. Forward gravity modelling based on the interpreted seismic line 
07GA-GC1 (Fig. 5) produced a very close match between the observed and modelled gravity 
data, applying appropriate rock density estimates (Hone et al., 1987; Langbein and 
Blenkinsop, 2009) to the interpreted crustal architecture, with the exception of a higher 
density (2.90 g cm-3), possibly a mafic sliver, added to the Etheridge Province adjacent to the 
Lynd Mylonite Zone. 
 Although the Lynd Mylonite Zone is not well defined in the seismic data, to the 
northwest there are a series of parallel structures, including the Far East Fault, all of which are 
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localised towards the southeastern margin of the Etheridge Province (CDPs ~7050-7760, Fig. 
10). The most northwestern of these structures is interpreted to sole onto a subhorizontal 
reflection at about 3.5 s TWT (~10 km depth), that is, subparallel to the upper boundary of the 
Abingdon Seismic Province. This structure also defines the top of a more reflective zone 
within the Etheridge Province. Data between CDP 5000 and CDP 6700 show a series of 
lateral ramps in a thrust stack, with transport out of the section plane to the southwest, 
developed in the lower Etheridge Province at the transition from a subhorizontal to moderate 
dip for the Lynd Mylonite Zone. In outcrop, the mylonite zone is a vertical feature with east-
block-up shear sense (Withnall, 1989). This is the opposite of that implied by its interpretation 
in the seismic section as a northwesterly-dipping thrust, suggesting a complex movement 
history. 
 Proterozoic and Paleozoic granites, some of which are mapped at the surface, 
correspond to nonreflective zones on seismic line 07GA-GC1, and are 1-1.5 s TWT (~3-4 
km) thick (Fig. 10).  
 In the vicinity of seismic line 07GA-A1, the exposure of the Etheridge Province is 
mapped as the Paleoproterozoic Einasleigh Metamorphics (part of Etheridge Group) and 
associated plutonic rocks (Withnall et al., 2009). Our interpretation tracks this province to a 
depth of 5-6 s TWT (~15-18 km) (Fig. 6), where its base is in contact with the upper surface 
of both the Abingdon and Agwamin Seismic Provinces, overlapping their boundary The 
Etheridge Province is less reflective than the Abingdon and Agwamin Seismic Provinces, 
with a general lack of lateral continuity in reflections (Fig. 6). It is slightly more reflective in 
its lower part than higher in the seismic section. For this line, a number of irregular 
nonreflective zones, up to 4 km in lateral extent and up to 1 s TWT (3 km) in thickness, are 
apparent and likely to represent granites. No obvious major faults or shear zones have been 
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imaged within the province, but some reflections are folded into open antiforms that have a 
lateral continuity of about 4 km.  
 At the surface on line 07GA-A1, the northeastern extent of the Etheridge Province is 
terminated by the Palmerville Fault, with the Silurian-Devonian rocks of the Hodgkinson 
Province cropping out to the northeast (Fig. 1). For this line, the northeastern sector of the 
Etheridge Province is interpreted to wedge out above the Agwamin Seismic Province at a 
depth of 2 s TWT (~6 km) at about CDP 6400 (Fig. 6).  
 Proterozoic and Paleozoic granites mapped at the surface correspond to nonreflective 
zones, and are <1 s TWT (~3 km) in thickness (Fig. 6). These zones locally truncate narrow 
discrete reflections, which we interpret to be faults. Elsewhere, the floors of the plutons are 
defined by narrow bands of strong reflections. Our interpretation shows plutons as thin sheets 
in the uppermost (1 s TWT) crust, but this distribution largely reflects surface outcrop. 
Granitic bodies almost certainly contribute to the makeup of the province in its poorly 
reflective lower parts, but are too poorly registered in the section for recognition. 
 Because of very similar reflective patterns, we consider that the Etheridge Province 
and the Kowanyama Seismic Province are possibly components of the same, more extensive 
province. 
 
3.9 Agwamin Seismic Province 
 
 The Agwamin Seismic Province (named after the Agwamin indigenous language 
group) forms the lower crust in the southeastern half of line 07GA-GC1 (Figs 10-12), and we 
also interpret it to occur in the lower crust on the northeastern half of seismic line 07GA-A1 
(Fig. 6). At its northwest margin, this province overlies the Abingdon Seismic Province. Its 
upper boundary has been interpreted as the top of the strong reflections below a less reflective 
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upper crust (Fig. 10). A large amplitude (~6 s TWT, ~18 km), antiformal structure has its 
crest at CDP 10200 at a depth of about 1 s TWT (~3km), and has internal, low-angle 
structures with broad-wavelength antiforms truncated against these structures (Fig. 10), which 
we interpret as a thrust duplex or antiformal stack. Further to the southeast, the upper 
boundary is undulating, having the appearance of a series of antiformal structures. The 
southern limbs of the antiforms are marked by a series of deeply penetrating faults which 
have moderate to gentle apparent dips to the southeast. Some faults of this set transect the 
entire crust and appear to control the location of Paleozoic basins (see below). There are 
apparent extensional offsets of the upper boundary of the Agwamin Seismic Province, 
downthrown to the south, with apparent offsets of up to 3.5 s TWT (~10 km). These faults 
have been interpreted to sole onto the Moho. Overall, there is little internal structure within 
the Agwamin Seismic Province, with the exception of the large, crustal-penetrating faults. 
 At its southwestern margin on line 07GA-A1, the Agwamin Seismic Province wedges 
out onto the upper boundary of the Abingdon Seismic Province at about CDP 9200 (Fig. 6). 
Their contact is interpreted to be a fault displacing the Moho, with a thrust sense of 
movement. Where the Agwamin Seismic Province occupies the lowermost crust, immediately 
above the Moho, its basal part is defined by a thin layer of pronounced reflectivity, similar to 
that of the Abingdon Seismic Province, which is about 0.5-1.0 s TWT (~1.5-3.0 km) thick. 
The upper boundary of the seismic province is gently undulating, and there is little evidence 
of internal structure, with the exception that some reflections appear to be folded into open 
broad structures, which mirror the form surface of the upper boundary. Some of the folds 
appear to be cut by a fault in the lower crust, which has a dip to the northeast and terminates 
at the Moho at about CDP 5000. The upper boundary of the province is essentially continuous 
on line 07GA-A1, except that towards the northeastern end of the seismic section it appears to 
be cut by the down-dip projection of the Palmerville Fault, or a related, semiparallel structure. 
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This junction occurs at a depth of about 5 s TWT (~15 km), and has an extensional offset, 
with the northeastern side downthrown by about 0.5 s TWT (~1.5 km).  
 
3.10 Neoproterozoic to Paleozoic provinces  
 
3.10.1 Charters Towers and Greenvale Provinces 
 
 The Charters Towers, Greenvale and Barnard Provinces embrace all late 
Neoproterozoic-Early Paleozoic rocks in the region, and represent the northern part of the 
Thomson Orogen. They are separated in outcrop by the Broken River and Hodgkinson 
Provinces (Fig. 1). The Greenvale Province lies between the Lynd Mylonite Zone and the 
Halls Reward Fault (Fig. 10), and includes metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks, whereas 
the Charters Towers Province lies to the south of the Clarke River Fault and includes 
metasedimentary rocks and the Seventy Mile Range Group, as well as Ordovician granites of 
the Ravenswood Batholith (part of Macrossan Igneous Association, Fig. 2). In seismic section 
07GA-GC1, the Charters Towers Province crops out between the Broken River Province and 
the Burdekin Basin, and between the Burdekin and Drummond Basins (Figs 11, 12). We 
interpret the Greenvale Province to merge with the Charters Towers Province beneath the 
southwestern Broken River Province where basement rocks in anticlinal cores (see Henderson 
et al., 2011) support this interpretation. Overall, these provinces are the least reflective 
elements in the seismic section.  
 The Late Cambrian-Early Devonian Seventy Mile Range Group is developed in the 
southern part of the Charters Towers Province and occurs between CDPs 21200 and 23000 on 
seismic line 07GA-GC1. The group is essentially a south-dipping (~40º), conformable 
succession, but it is cut by the 2 km-wide northeasterly striking Policeman Fault Zone (Fig. 
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12), intersected by the seismic line, and by a series of lesser faults of similar orientation which 
have horizontal displacements of up to 3 km (Henderson, 1986). This geometry is confirmed 
in the seismic section, with mainly south-dipping reflections, collinear with stratigraphic 
layering mapped at the surface. Locally, in the more southern, upper, part of the Seventy Mile 
Range Group, reflections are folded into antiforms, which we interpret as folds related to fault 
dislocations at a low angle to bedding (~CDP 22000-23000, Fig. 12). Given that the basin to 
which the group relates is interpreted to be due to backarc extension, these structures could be 
synextensional anticlines on listric faults.   
 
3.10.2 Greenvale Seismic Province  
 
 The Greenvale Province is mapped at the surface on seismic line 07GA-GC1 and, 
based on three-dimensional geometrical arguments (Henson et al., 2009), is interpreted to 
project in the subsurface onto seismic line 07GA-A1, where we refer to it as the Greenvale 
Seismic Province (Fig. 6). Early Paleozoic rocks are represented at the surface as a selvage up 
to 4 km across along the Palmerville Fault to the north of seismic line 07GA-A1. This 
province overlies the Etheridge Province and the Agwamin Seismic Province, and underlies 
the Hodgkinson Province. Its upper and lower contacts are faults. It thickens towards the 
northeast, to about 3 s TWT (~9 km) thick at the northeastern end of line 07GA-A1. Here, its 
upper boundary is at a depth of about 3.3 s TWT (~10 km) and its lower boundary at about 
6.3 s TWT (~19 km). The province is moderately reflective, but there is little continuity of 
reflections, with some nonreflective zones, particularly in the northeast. At about CDP 5900, 
folded reflections are interpreted to represent a hangingwall anticline above the fault which 
defines the base of this province. This geometry is similar to that shown by parts of the 
Hodgkinson Province and suggests some thrust movement on the fault. 
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 Forward gravity modelling based on the interpretation of seismic line 07GA-A1 
produces a very close match between the observed and modelled gravity data, provided rocks 
of the Greenvale Seismic Province are assigned a higher density (2.82 g cm-3) than those the 
Hodgkinson Province above it (2.71 g cm-3) and also a slightly higher density (2.79 g cm-3) 
than the Agwamin Seismic Province below it (Fig. 6). 
 
3.10.3 Hodgkinson Province 
 
 At the surface, the Hodgkinson Province is separated from the Etheridge Province by 
the Palmerville Fault, a major dislocation which represents the Tasman Line in far north 
Queensland (Fig. 1). Granites of the Kennedy Igneous Association crop out extensively along 
the central part of the line, obscuring the surface expression of the Palmerville Fault. The fault 
was interpreted to dip to the west by Shaw et al. (1987), and Fawckner (1981), Shaw et al. 
(1987) and Bultitude et al (1997) suggested eastward-directed thrusting at the Palmerville 
Fault and within the Hodgkinson Province during the Tabberabberan Orogeny. Vos et al. 
(2006a) interpreted the fault as east-dipping, as did Champion and Bultitude (1994) on the 
basis of granite geochemistry – the latter also showed that older (early Paleozoic) 
metasedimentary rocks must exist beneath the Hodgkinson Province, supporting the seismic 
interpretation. In seismic line 07GA-A1, we interpret the Palmerville Fault to dip moderately 
to the northeast (Fig. 6). Where it is exposed, dips of the fault are generally steep and east 
dipping (e.g., Bultitude et al., 1997), also supporting the seismic interpretation. The fault 
bifurcates at depth, bounding the Greenvale Seismic Province, with both dislocations showing 
a ramp-flat geometry The upper split defines a subhorizontal lower boundary to most of the 
Hodgkinson Province, which is relatively nonreflective seismically in the southwest, but 
becomes highly reflective in the northeastern part of the section. The nonreflective zones in 
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the southwest largely correspond to granites which have been mapped at the surface. The 
reflectivity in the northeastern part of the province allows recognition of more structures in 
this sector. It is characterised by a series of imbricate thrust stacks, with numerous 
hangingwall anticlines, forming a duplex array (Fig. 6). The faults in the array appear to sole 
onto the subhorizontal Palmerville Fault, which acted as the floor thrust. The Late 
Carboniferous to Early Permian Featherbed Volcanic Group shows a synclinal form to a 
depth of about 0.8 s TWT (~2.5 km).  
 Currently, there are a number of opposing models for the development of the 
Hodgkinson Province. A forearc, accretionary wedge model, related to a west-dipping 
subduction system, is preferred by Henderson (1987) and Henderson et al. (2011), whereas a 
backarc model is preferred by Bultitude et al. (1990), Withnall (1989) and Vos et al. (2006b), 
and a rifted continental margin was proposed by Fawckner (1981) and Domagala (1988). 
Irrespective of models, at some time after its formation, the province has been thrust a 
significant distance to the west, as it now sits above older continental crust represented by the 
Agwamin and Greenvale Seismic Provinces and rocks of the Etheridge Province. The thrust 
movement must have occurred in the late Devonian Tabberabberan Orogeny, which induced 
broad scale contraction of the Hodgkinson Province (see Bultitude et al., 1997; Zucchetto et 
al. 1999), because the Palmerville Fault is stitched by Late Carboniferous granites, ruling out 
appreciable movement on it in the Permian-Triassic Hunter-Bowen Orogeny, but which was 
responsible for contraction in the province (Bultitude et al., 1997; Davis and Henderson, 
1999; Davis et al., 2002).  
 
3.10.4 Broken River Province 
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 On seismic line 07GA-GC1, the Camel Creek Subprovince of the Early-Middle 
Paleozoic Broken River Province crops out between the Halls Reward Fault (CDP 10720) and 
the concealed Clarke River Fault (CDP 14500). The interpretation presented here considers 
that the Camel Creek Subprovince is a broad synform with a reflective, undulating base at a 
depth of about 0.5-2.0 s TWT (~1.5-6 km) (Fig. 11). The northwestern part of the Camel 
Creek Subprovince consists of a series of structures which have an apparent dip to the 
southeast and appear to sole onto the basal structure (Fig. 11). At the surface, the faults are 
steeply inclined (Withnall and Lang, 1993), and the seismic interpretation implies that they 
are listric in character. Consistent sedimentary younging towards the west in the mapped fault 
slices suggests that they are steepened imbricate thrust slices that originally dipped to the 
northwest. Conversely, the southeastern part of the subprovince consists of a series of 
structures that have an apparent dip to the northwest and also appear to sole onto the basal 
structure (Fig. 11). At CDP 11460 there is a hangingwall antiform above one of the southeast-
dipping structures. The southern extension of the basal structure, at the projected position of 
the Clarke River Fault, terminates against a nonreflective zone, which we interpret to be 
Carboniferous granite (Fig. 11), as mapped at the surface. 
 The Graveyard Creek Subprovince of the Broken River Province thins structurally to a 
very narrow band at the surface just to the south of the seismic line and is effectively absent in 
the seismic section. 
 
3.10.5 Burdekin Basin 
 
 The southwestern margin of the middle Paleozoic Burdekin Basin crops out along 
seismic line 07GA-GC1 between CDP 16200 and CDP 19100 (Fig. 12). A series of 
moderately dipping (45º-55º) faults, with apparent dips to both the southeast and northwest, 
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have extensional offsets, implying that they are basin-bounding faults, and that the Burdekin 
Basin consists of a series of half graben. Highly-reflective, laterally-continuous reflections 
occur between these faults, and the bases of the half graben are discordant with the underlying 
reflections. The maximum thickness of the sedimentary fill in the Burdekin Basin is ~1.4 s 
TWT (~2.8 km) but, on average, it is less than about 1 s TWT (~2 km). Reflections 
interpreted as sedimentary fill mostly dip 10-30º to the northwest. Some inversion is apparent 
on the bounding faults, and locally the reflections are folded, with the most significant 
antiform being at CDP 18400. Some of the faults which bound the half graben of the 
Burdekin Basin appear to link into the faults which cut deep into the crust through the 
Charters Towers Province and the Agwamin Seismic Province (Fig. 12). 
 
3.10.6 Drummond Basin 
 
 The southern end of seismic line 07GA-GC1 was acquired on outcrops of the 
Drummond Basin, between CDPs 23200 and 24700 (Fig. 12). Magnetotelluric data collected 
along this line shows that, at the surface, the Drummond Basin is the most conductive feature 
in this section (Fig. 5). The basin-bounding fault, which occurs at surface at CDP 23040, has a 
dip to the south of about 30º. At about CDP 24270, a steep (60-70º) south-dipping extensional 
fault defines a second sub-basin in the Drummond Basin. The northern sub-basin has laterally 
discontinuous reflections overlying a zone of low reflectivity. In contrast, the southern sub-
basin is highly reflective, with laterally continuous reflections defining discrete units. In this 
seismic section, this sub-basin is about 3 s TWT (~6+ km) thick, and the three depositional 
cycles recognised by Olgers (1972) and Henderson et al. (1998) can be interpreted in the 
section (Fig. 12). 
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3.10.7 Eromanga-Carpentaria Basin 
 
 In the vicinity of the seismic lines, the Jurassic-Cretaceous Eromanga-Carpentaria 
Basin occurs as a thin veneer, up to about 300 m thick, mainly across much of seismic line 
07GA-IG1 between about CDP 3000 and CDP 18400 (Fig. 3). A strong reflective horizon in 
the middle of the subhorizontal package is interpreted to be the organic-rich, early Cretaceous 
Toolebuc Formation, which drilling records suggest is continuous across this seismic line 
(McConachie et al., 1997). 
 
4. Geodynamic implications of the deep seismic reflection profiles in north Queensland 
 
 Our interpretation of the new seismic data has broad scale implications for the crustal 
geodynamics of northeastern Australia and imposes constraints on tectonic models applied to 
this region.  
 
4.1 Lower Crustal Elements  
 
 East of the Gidyea Suture Zone bounding the eastern margin of the Mount Isa 
Province, the lower crust, as imaged on all four north Queensland seismic lines, is very highly 
reflective, and has been subdivided into three mappable seismic domains, the Numil, 
Abingdon and Agwamin Seismic Provinces (Fig. 13). These seismic provinces are not 
exposed at the surface, and their ages are unknown. Neodymium (Nd) model ages from 
granites sampled at the surface across the study area (Black and McCulloch, 1990; Champion, 
1991; Champion and Bultitude, 2012; and unpublished data) can be used to provide an 
indication of the age of the crust at depth (Fig. 14) (Henson et al., 2009). Granites above both 
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the Numil and Abingdon Seismic Provinces have similar Nd model ages of about 2400-1800 
Ma), suggesting that these provinces contain rock systems of comparable age and are alike in 
geological history. By contrast, granites sampled above the Agwamin Seismic Province have 
much younger Nd model ages (ca. 1800-1000 Ma), implying a significantly younger 
component in the lower crust (Fig. 14; Champion and Bultitude, 2012). The Numil and 
Abingdon Seismic Provinces are overlain by the Etheridge Province, for which the oldest 
rocks are about 1700 Ma (Withnall et al., 2009). Although far-field derivation could apply, 
Archean detrital grains of undetermined provenance are known from both the Mount Isa 
(Griffin et al., 2006) and Etheridge Provinces (Murgulov et al., 2007; Neumann and Kositcin, 
2011) and, from Hf isotopic signatures (Murgulov et al., 2007), are interpreted to reflect 
igneous reworking of Archean lower crust beneath these provinces.  
 The Abingdon Seismic Province is mapped on all four seismic lines (Fig 13), and is a 
large, seismically-coherent, basement block of old continental crust, as evidenced by the Nd 
model ages (Fig. 14). It is up to about 20 km thick, forming more than half the crustal profile, 
on most of seismic line 07GA-IG2 (Fig. 4). To the west, it is obliquely truncated by the Rowe 
Fossil Subduction Zone and to the east it wedges out at the Moho and is overlapped by the 
younger Agwamin Seismic Province (Fig. 13), based on Nd model ages (Fig. 14). Its 
trapezoid geometry is similar to that of the Selwyn Block in central Victoria, as imaged in 
recent seismic profiles (Korsch et al., 2008; Cayley et al., 2011); and it could have acted as a 
buttress, also similar to that proposed for the Selwyn Block (Cayley et al., 2002). 
 The Agwamin Seismic Province is overlain by the Greenvale and Charters Towers 
Provinces of the Thomson Orogen, which are Neoproterozoic to Early Paleozoic in age and 
considered to be a passive margin assemblage developed on the eastern part of the North 
Australian continent following Rodinian breakup (e.g. Fergusson et al., 2007a). Age spectra 
of detrital zircon from sedimentary rocks of the Thomson Orogen might be expected to 
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register the Agwamin Seismic Province as representative of a preceding orogenic system on 
which it developed. As shown by Fergusson et al. (2007b), such data identify the generation 
of crust at 1000-1300 Ma, coeval with the Grenvillean orogenesis known from eastern 
Gondwana. From this evidence, we consider that the Agwamin Seismic Province is probably 
late Mesoproterozoic in age.  
 
4.2 Eastern boundary of Mount Isa Province (Gidyea Suture Zone) 
 
 Recognition of the Gidyea Suture Zone as separating two crustal sectors of contrasting 
character is an important outcome from the deep seismic profiling reported here. Although a 
crustal discontinuity located at this zone had been suggested previously from gravity and 
magnetic anomalies (Wellman, 1992, 1997), the seismic and magnetotelluric profiling show 
its geometry, and that it extends through the full crustal section, apart from very thin 
Mesozoic sedimentary cover at the surface.  
Seismic line 07GA-IG1 shows a striking contrast between nonreflective crust of the 
Mount Isa Province with poor definition of the Moho and two layered crust of the 
Kowanyama and Numil Seismic Provinces which has a strongly reflective lower crust with 
clear definition of the Moho and a weakly to moderately reflective upper crust with narrow 
zones of strong reflections. Deep seismic profiling across the Mount Isa Province (Drummond 
et al., 1997; Goleby et al., 1998; MacCready et al. 1998; Hutton and Korsch, 2008; Gibson et 
al., 2010) shows that its representation on 07GA-IG1 is typical of the province as a whole. 
 The Mount Isa Province records three successive episodes of extensional basin 
formation, from 1800 to 1600 Ma (Jackson et al., 2000) (Fig. 2). Although intraplate 
development of these basins has been proposed (see Foster and Austin, 2008), a backarc 
tectonic setting is favoured by a number of authors (Giles et al., 2002; Betts et al, 2006; 
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Gibson et al., 2008). The Isan Orogeny at 1600 Ma to 1500 Ma inverted at least the youngest 
of the three basinal developments and has widespread expression across the province, with a 
complex history involving both north-south and east-west shortening (O’Dea et al., 1997; 
Betts et al., 2006; Blenkinsop et al., 2008). The Etheridge Province also records multiphase 
deformation and metamorphism between 1620 Ma and 1550 Ma (Withnall et al., 1997; Cihan 
et al., 2006; Withnall et al., 2009) broadly overlapping that of the Isan Orogeny. 
Hence, a case can be made for collision on the Gidyea Suture Zone as coincident with 
the early Mesoproterozoic orogenic episodes recorded by the Mount Isa and Etheridge 
Provinces. The westward dip of the suture implies east-west convergence facilitated by west-
dipping subduction. The shallow to deep marine sedimentary succession, deposited about 
1700-1620 Ma for the Etheridge Province, and estimated to be perhaps 13 km thick (Withnall 
et al., 2009) would represent an ocean-facing passive margin. The nature of tholeiitic 
volcanics in the succession (Baker et al., 2010) is consistent with such a view. The position of 
the suture has the Mount Isa Province as a continental margin, rather than an oceanic backarc 
basin, prior to collision. The substantial late Paleoproterozoic sedimentary succession of the 
Mount Isa Province could reflect such a context, as has been suggested previously for its 
eastern fold belt (Glikson and Derrick, 1978; Wilson, 1978).  
Close similarity in sedimentary record, in the characteristics of interlayered tholeiitic 
volcanic rocks, and in the history of granitic plutonism between the Mount Isa and Etheridge 
Provinces, however, has led to the widely held view that they were conjoined in the late 
Paleoproterozoic (see Foster and Austin, 2008). In addition, metamorphic grade and the 
intensity of deformation both increase eastwards across the Etheridge Province (Withnall, 
1984), a pattern which is inconsistent with the Gidyea Suture Zone representing early 
Mesoproterozoic collision.  
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 An alternative scenario, favoured here, is that collision predated the late 
Paleoproterozoic, with the Gidyea Suture Zone originating from collision of the Numil 
Seismic Province with the Mount Isa Province. Subsequent reworking of the suture, most 
likely by the Isan Orogeny, resulted in its expression in younger rock systems, with it being 
the boundary between the Kowanyama Seismic Province and the upper crust of the Mount Isa 
Province. Strong magmatic arc-like geochemical signatures for the Black Angel Gneiss 
Complex (?2000-1970 Ma) and Kalkadoon Granodiorite-Leichhardt Volcanics magmatic 
suite (ca. 1875-1850 Ma), which are basement rocks of the Mount Isa Province, as identified 
by McDonald et al. (1997), are consistent with this view. Thus, the suture could represent 
continental collision some time before 1850 Ma, following closure of an ocean basin by 
subduction (Fig. 15a). It could be reflected in the 1900-1870 Ma Barramundi Orogeny, which 
is widely represented in the North Australian Craton (Etheridge et al., 1987).  
 
4.3 Rowe Fossil Subduction Zone separating the Numil and Abingdon Seismic Provinces  
 
 A marked step in the Moho near the eastern end of seismic line 07GA-IG1 is 
coincident with a set of reflections which penetrate into the upper mantle (Fig. 9). We 
interpret these reflections to represent a fossil subduction zone, after interpretations of similar 
reflections observed elsewhere in the world, such as the Flannan Fault off northwest Scotland 
(McGeary and Warner, 1986), Proterozoic of northwest Canada (Cook et al., 1998, 1999), the 
suture between the Opatica and Abitibi orogens of south central Canada (Hammer et al., 
2010), and the fossil subduction zone associated with Eocene subduction of the Kula plate 
(van der Velden and Cook, 1999). This geometry can be produced by the subduction of a 
passive continental margin, where a thin wedge of continental crust is partially subducted 
(e.g. Hildebrand and Bowring, 1999). Delaminated crust of the Abingdon Seismic Province 
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passes into the mantle lithosphere beneath crust of the Numil Seismic Province. These two 
provinces are similar in seismic reflective character, raising the possibility that they had once 
been contiguous (as supported by their very similar Nd model ages of their granites), and 
subsequently rifted apart with the formation of an intervening ocean basin, the closure of 
which resulted in the fossil subduction zone (Fig. 15b-15d). 
 The inferred fossil subduction zone cannot be traced above the contact of the Numil 
and Abingdon Seismic Provinces into overlying Etheridge Province. Neither surface geology, 
solid geology (Liu, 2009), nor the upper crustal architecture inferred from gravity or 
aeromagnetic data identify a discontinuity where the Rowe Fossil Subduction Zone is 
projected to the surface. Accordingly, we interpret it as an old structure, predating the 
Etheridge Province, which contains rocks as old as about 1700 Ma (Withnall et al., 2009).  
 
4.4 The Tasman Line 
 
 The Tasman Line was defined originally by Hill (1951) to represent the eastern limit 
of exposed Precambrian rocks in Australia. With strict application of this definition, the 
Tasman Line should be east of the Neoproterozoic rocks, unknown when the term was 
introduced, as represented in the Greenvale, Barnard and Charters Towers Provinces, and also 
east of Neoproterozoic rocks of the Anakie Inlier in central Queensland. Contemporary 
research has shown the existence of the Thomson Orogen, which developed at the eastern 
margin of the North Australian Craton in Neoproterozoic and early Paleozoic time. Applying 
the concept of the Tasman Line with respect to the crustal architecture in northeastern 
Australia, as it is now understood, the line should be placed west of the Greenvale and 
Charters Towers Provinces and mark the exposed eastern limit of Paleoproterozoic and 
Mesoproterozoic rocks.  
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 In seismic line 07GA-A1, the Tasman Line is represented by the projection of the 
Palmerville Fault, which crops out to the northwest and southeast but is obscured on the line 
by granitic plutons of the late Paleozoic Kennedy igneous association (Fig. 6). The fault 
separates Paleozoic rocks of the Thomson and Mossman Orogens on the western perimeter of 
the Hodgkinson Province from Paleoproterozoic and Mesoproterozoic rocks of the Etheridge 
Province. It is interpreted to have a dip which is shallow to the northeast and then flattens out 
to near subhorizontal, although as mentioned above, Fawckner (1981) and Shaw et al. (1987) 
interpreted it to dip to the west, and suggested thrusting of the Etheridge Province towards the 
east. based on multiscale wavelet edge analysis combined with forward modelling of 
magnetic and gravity data, Vos et al. (2006a) considered that the Palmerville Fault was a 
steeply eastward-dipping structure which could become listric at depth. Champion and 
Bultitude (1994) reached similar conclusions, based on marked changes in both granite 
geochemistry and their isotope signatures, which occur to the east of the position of the 
Palmerville Fault. 
In seismic line 07GA-GC1, however, the Tasman Line is represented by the Lynd 
Mylonite Zone (Fergusson et al., 2007b) and interpreted to have a dip to the northwest (Fig. 
10). These relationships indicate that the eastern limit of the Etheridge Province has a 
complicated geometry in three dimensions (Henson et al., 2009). Its bounding structures 
relate to regional deformational events of the abutting Thomson and Mossman Orogens. 
Although a long history of movement is known for the Palmerville Fault (see Shaw et al., 
1987; Vos et al., 2006b), the major dislocation represented by it is thought to be associated 
with Late Devonian contraction of the Hodgkinson Province, as documented by Zucchetto et 
al. (1999), which induced thrust imbrication along its western margin (Bultitude et al., 1993). 
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Structural analysis and geochronology of the Greenvale Province, provided by 
Fergusson et al. (2007b), suggests that dislocation on the Lynd Mylonite Zone was associated 
with the Early Silurian Benambran Orogeny. 
 
4.5 Greenvale and Charters Towers Provinces of the Thomson Orogen 
 
 In seismic section 07GA-GC1, the Greenvale and Charters Towers Provinces are 
shown as two discrete provinces, with a boundary possibly in the vicinity of the projection of 
the Clarke River Fault, which is obscured on the seismic line by a Late Paleozoic pluton (Fig. 
11). This structure is inferred to be subvertical at the surface and has no seismic registration, 
but it is a major crustal dislocation juxtaposing the Broken River Province against the 
Charters Towers Province. The Greenvale-Charters Towers boundary we depict on the 
seismic section is shown arbitrarily at about the position of this fault. Discrimination of the 
provinces results from the application of names useful in the description of mapped surface 
geology to the seismic section. We consider it likely these two provinces are synonyms and 
are continuous in the subsurface beneath rocks of the Broken River Province. Compilation of 
the seismic lines into a three dimensional representation (Fig. 13) (Henson et al., 2009) 
inferred that the Greenvale Province occurs in the subsurface on seismic line 07GA-A1. 
Because it cannot be traced from outcrop into the subsurface for 07GA-A1, we refer to it as 
the Greenvale Seismic Province on this line. Our interpretation is that these provinces, and by 
implication the Thomson Orogen, has a much wider geographic distribution than previously 
thought, and extensively underlies rocks of the Mossman Orogen to the east of their zones of 
outcrop, possibly up to and including the Barnard Province, northeast of Townsville and east 
of the Hodgkinson Province. 
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 The Devonian–early Carboniferous Burdekin Basin and Late Carboniferous 
Drummond Basins, which overlie the Charters Towers Province, show on line 07GA-GC1 as 
having extensional geometries related to deeply-penetrating extensional faults (Fig. 12). This 
architecture supports previous interpretation of these features as extensional backarc basins 
(Lang et al., 1990; Johnson and Henderson, 1991; de Caritat and Braun, 1992). 
 
4.6 Hodgkinson and Broken River Provinces 
 
 Our interpretation of the presence of the Thomson Orogen (as represented by the 
Greenvale Seismic Province) beneath the Hodgkinson Province on seismic line 07GA-A1 and 
beneath rocks of the Broken River Province on seismic line 07GA-GC1 implies that deep 
marine sedimentary assemblages of the Mossman Orogen have been thrust relatively 
westwards at large scale onto the older continental rocks of the Thomson Orogen. Although 
the Hodgkinson Province has been interpreted as a backarc basin with a substantial mafic 
contribution to its infill (Voss et al., 2006b), no evidence of large volumes of mafic rock is 
evident in our modelling of the gravity field observed along this line. 
 
5. Crustal development of north Queensland 
 
 Based on the new seismic interpretation, with support from existing and new 
geochronological (Neumann and Kositcin, 2011) and geochemical data, 3D inversion of 
geophysical data (Chopping and Henson, 2009), and geological syntheses (Kositcin et al., 
2009; Withnall et al., 2009; Henderson and Withnall, 2009), we propose new aspects to the 
model of crustal evolution for the eastern part of the North Australian Craton and adjoining 
Neoproterozoic Paleozoic orogenic systems (Figs 15, 16). 
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5.1. >1850 Ma  
 
 The Gidyea Suture Zone at the eastern margin of the Mount Isa Province is interpreted 
to reflect plate convergence on a west-dipping subduction zone which resulted in collision 
between crust of the Mount Isa Province and that of the combined Numil–Abingdon Seismic 
Province located to the east (Figs 15a, 15b). Supporting this hypothesis is the occurrence of 
rocks with arc-like affinities in the Kalkadoon–Leichhardt belt of the Mount Isa Province 
which may be related to subduction processes. In this scenario, docking of these provinces 
likely would have occurred at about 1865 Ma, the youngest age attributed to arc-like rocks 
(McDonald et al., 1997). It may well have been earlier (ca. 2000 Ma) though, as other 
workers have interpreted the Kalkadoon-Leichhardt magmatism to be not arc-related (e.g., 
Wyborn, 1988).The marked contrast in seismic character between the lower crustal sections 
of the Mount Isa Province and that of the Numil–Abingdon Seismic Province suggests that 
their crustal histories are dissimilar, and reflect disparate origins.  
 
5.2. >1700 Ma  
 
 A minimum age of the amalgamation of the Numil and Abingdon Seismic Provinces 
on the Rowe Fossil Subduction Zone (Fig. 15d) is constrained by the 1700 Ma maximum age 
of the overlying Etheridge Province, but could be much older. Their docking may have 
preceded or postdated amalgamation of the Numil Seismic Province and Mount Isa Province, 
and the lack of age constraints do not allow discrimination between these two alternatives. 
The Numil and Abingdon Seismic Provinces, however, are alike in seismic attributes, 
suggesting that they share similar histories and that they were proximal to each other during 
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development. Based on this consideration, we speculate that these two provinces were once 
part of a single domain of continental crust which docked with crust of the Mount Isa 
Province (Fig. 15a). The seismic provinces later rifted apart with separation by oceanic 
lithosphere (Fig. 15b, 15c), and closed subsequently on the Rowe Fossil Subduction Zone, 
effecting reamalgamation (Fig. 15d). This involved subduction migrating outboard (Fig. 15b), 
with backarc extensional rifting of the originally conjoined seismic provinces to form a 
marginal sea (Fig. 15c). Subsequently, subduction migrated inboard and consumed the 
marginal sea to form the imaged fossil subduction zone, with final docking before 1700 Ma. 
An east-west directed contractional event between 1740 Ma and 1710 Ma in the Mount Isa 
Province (Betts, 1999) may be a consequence of this docking, and provide partial support for 
this interpretation. 
 Alternatively, rifting between the Numil and Abingdon Seismic Provinces and 
subsequent reamalgamation could have occurred well before the combined seismic provinces 
were sutured to the eastern margin of the Mount Isa Province. Regardless of the actual 
sequence of events, crust representing the eastern part of the North Australian Craton had a 
complex Paleoproterozoic and/or Archean history, involving three discrete domains which 
were amalgamated through westerly-directed convergence involving plate tectonic processes. 
 
5.3. 1800–1600 Ma 
 
 Following the amalgamation of the Numil and Abingdon Seismic Provinces, a 
substantial rock volume was emplaced above these seismic provinces as the Etheridge 
Province and Kowanyama Seismic Province (Fig. 15e), which the seismic data show as being 
similar. The Etheridge Province, and by inference the Kowanyama Seismic Province, 
represents thick sedimentary cover developed between 1700 Ma and 1620 Ma (Fig. 15e), 
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possibly in a backarc setting. The upper crust of the Mount Isa Province similarly reflects 
thick sedimentary cover developed between 1800 Ma and 1600 Ma. The evidence thus 
suggests that coeval basinal systems developed on the eastern borderland of the North 
Australian Craton of considerable geographic dimensions. The system currently is some 700 
km across in the area of the seismic traverses but, prior to inversion and folding on meridional 
structures, would have been considerably more extensive. The context of this sedimentary 
system is controversial with both active margin (Fig. 15e) (e.g. Betts et al., 2006) and passive 
margin (e.g. Baker et al., 2010) interpretations.   
 
5.4 1620-1500 Ma 
 
 During this interval, polyphase deformation and metamorphism was experienced 
across the Mount Isa Province, including major approximately east-west contraction, which 
imparted the dominant meridional structural grain to the province (O’Dea et al., 1997; Betts et 
al., 2006; Blenkinsop et al., 2008) (Fig. 15f). The Etheridge Province similarly experienced 
polyphase deformation and metamorphism, the Ewanin orogeny, between about 1620 and 
1550 Ma, which included initial east-west shortening (Cihan et al., 2006). This protracted 
period of orogenesis was accompanied the emplacement of voluminous granitic plutons, 
resulting in the upper crustal architecture now shown across the Mount Isa Province, 
Kowanyama Seismic Province and Etheridge Province (Fig. 15f).  
 
5.5. 1300-1000 Ma 
 
 The Agwamin Seismic Province is a major crustal element lying at the eastern 
perimeter of the Abingdon Seismic Province (>1700 Ma), a relationship likely to be age 
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significant. Its seismically-imaged contacts with both the Abingdon Seismic Province and 
Etheridge Province are complex (Figs 3, 5, 6). The former is likely to be a shear because an 
offset of the Moho is involved and both contacts may be of this type. The Agwamin Seismic 
Province is in turn overlain by the Greenvale and Charters Towers Provinces, both parts of the 
Thomson Orogen which initiated at about 700 Ma. Given these poor constraints, assignment 
of an age for the Agwamin Seismic Province is speculative and its tectonic context is entirely 
unknown. As discussed above, however, we assign it to about 1300-1000 Ma on the basis of 
reworked zircon, which constitute a population of this age in sedimentary rocks of the 
succeeding Thomson Orogen, and the young Nd model ages (ca. 1800-1000 Ma) for granites 
sampled above the Agwamin Seismic Province implying a significant young component in 
the lower crust. Thus, the Agwamin Seismic Province could represent part of the late 
Mesoproterozoic orogen inferred by Fergusson et al. (2007) to be present immediately to the 
southwest of the Thomson Orogen. We suggest that the Agwamin Seismic Province was 
sutured to the Abingdon Seismic Province and the Etheridge Province at some stage between 
about 1620 Ma and about 830 Ma. 
 
5.6. 600-430 Ma 
 
 Development of the Thomson Orogen, represented by the Greenvale and Charters 
Towers Provinces and the Greenvale Seismic Province, involved two different tectonic 
settings. The development of a passive margin on the eastern perimeter of the North 
Australian Craton, as a consequence of Rodinian breakup (which started at ca. 830 Ma), is 
considered to have caused the extension in the Agwamin Seismic Province (Fig. 1g). This is 
interpreted to have been followed, probably in the mid to late Cambrian, by an active margin 
setting above west-dipping subduction which persisted to 430 Ma (Fig. 15h). Termination of 
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the active plate margin occurred at about 430 Ma with the onset of the Benambran Orogeny, 
which involved arc collision with the then continental margin (Henderson et al., 2011) (Fig. 
15i). Thrust imbrication related to this contractional episode is evident in seismic imaging of 
the top of Agwamin Seismic Province (e.g. about CDP 10200 seismic line 07GA-GC1, Fig. 
10) beneath an inverted backarc basin tract recognised from surface rock exposure (Fergusson 
et al., 2007b). Overlap of the Greenvale Seismic Province onto the Etheridge Province on 
seismic line 07GA-A1 is also an expression of Benambran thrusting.  
 
5.7. 430–360 Ma 
 
 Following the Benambran Orogeny, west-dipping subduction recommenced, 
generating a forearc stratotectonic assemblage in the western Broken River Province 
(Graveyard Creek Subprovince) and an extensive accretionary wedge assemblage of the 
eastern Broken River Province (Camel Creek Subprovince) and Hodgkinson Province as parts 
of the Mossman Orogen (Fig. 15j). Plutonism was widespread within the bordering Thomson 
Orogen and adjacent parts of the North Australian Craton. The orogenic system was 
terminated by the 360 Ma Tabberabberan Orogeny, with large scale westerly thrust transport 
of Mossman Orogen assemblages onto those of the Thomson Orogen (Fig. 15k). Westward 
subduction persisted into the Late Paleozoic, terminating with the Hunter-Bowen Orogeny, 
the effects of which are widespread in the Hodgkinson Province (Bultitude and Champion, 
1992; Bultitude et al., 1997; Davis et al., 2002). 
 
5.8. Discussion 
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Relationships generally shown near the Tasman Line, at the eastern margin of the Etheridge 
Province, and eastwards across the Paleozoic provinces, suggests a repeating history of thrust 
contraction at the margin of the North Australian Craton (Fig. 16). Coarse-scale geometry 
implies that younger orogenic systems were repeatedly transported westwards over those that 
developed earlier (although compare with Fawckner, 1981; Shaw et al., 1987; Bultitude et al., 
1997). Thus, continental growth for northeastern Australia through reworking and accretion at 
its eastern edge throughout the late Proterozoic and Phanerozoic was of limited scale, in spite 
of it being an active margin for a substantial period of time. This pattern contrasts strongly 
with that of southeastern Australia where the continent built eastwards in Phanerozoic time, 
extending its perimeter by over 1000 km (see Betts et al., 2002). 
 
6. Conclusions and new geological insights for north Queensland 
 
 The 2007 deep seismic reflection survey in north Queensland has provided images of 
the crust which have provided new insights into the geodynamics of the region. Key points 
include: 
 Determination of a highly variable crustal thickness from 33 km to 53 km. 
 Recognition of a major, deep-crustal, west-dipping feature, interpreted as a suture, and 
termed the Gidyea Suture Zone, which defines the eastern edge of the Mount Isa Province.  
 Recognition of new lower crustal domains (Numil, Abingdon, Agwamin and Greenvale 
Seismic Provinces) and mapping their extent in the third (vertical) dimension. 
 Recognition of a marked step in the Moho near the eastern end of seismic line 07GA-IG1, 
coincident with a set of reflections which penetrate into the upper mantle. These 
reflections are interpreted to be a fossil subduction zone, here termed the Rowe Fossil 
Subduction Zone.  
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 Identification of a previously unrecognised sedimentary basin, named the Millungera 
Basin, which is untested for petroleum and geothermal resources.  
 Documentation of the geometry of the boundary between the lower and upper Etheridge 
Group as a west-dipping zone. 
 Recognition that changes in metamorphic grade in the Etheridge Province mapped at the 
surface cannot be distinguished in the seismic reflection data. 
 Interpretation of the Langlovale Group, Croydon Volcanic Group, Inorunie Group and 
Esmeralda Granite as being subhorizontal and relatively thin units.  
 Interpretation of the geometry of the Lynd Mylonite Zone as a northwest-dipping zone. 
 Interpretation of a continuous Neoproterozoic-Early Paleozoic Greenvale Province 
beneath the Paleozoic Broken River Province, and probably merging into the Charters 
Towers Province southeast of the Clarke River Fault, forming basement to the Burdekin 
and Drummond basins. 
 Implication that the Broken River Province has been thrust towards the west over the 
Greenvale Province. 
 Interpretation of a seismic domain equivalent to the Neoproterozoic-Early Paleozoic 
Greenvale Province beneath mid Paleozoic rocks of the Hodgkinson Province. 
 Recognition of the Palmerville Fault as a major, northeast-dipping thrust fault system 
which penetrates to a depth of almost 7 s TWT (~21 km) and separates three discrete 
crustal domains. 
 Documentation of evidence that the Hodgkinson Province has been thrust westwards over 
older crustal domains, with the inversion being thin-skinned and individual thrusts soling 
onto the master Palmerville Fault. 
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CAPTIONS FOR FIGURES  
 
Fig. 1. Map showing the major provinces and basins in north Queensland and the location of 
deep seismic reflection lines from the 1994, 2006 and 2007 surveys. Location of the map 
shown in the inset.  
 
Fig. 2. Generalised time-space plot showing age ranges for the major rock packages in the 
provinces in north Queensland. 
 
Fig. 3. (a) Migrated 20 s TWT displays of the uninterpreted and (b) interpreted versions of 
deep seismic reflection line 07GA-IG1. Vertical to horizontal scale is ~1:1, assuming an 
average crustal velocity of 6 km s-1. (c) Magnetotelluric model for the seismic line. (d, e) 
Forward modelling of the gravity data along seismic line 07GA-IG1. Mafic components in the 
Kowanyama Seismic Province and the Etheridge Province (labelled as Lower Etheridge) were 
added to the initial seismic interpretation to better match the observed data.  
 
Fig. 4. (a) Migrated 20 s TWT displays of the uninterpreted and (b) interpreted versions of 
deep seismic reflection line 07GA-IG2. Vertical to horizontal scale is ~1:1, assuming an 
average crustal velocity of 6 km s-1. (c) Magnetotelluric model for the seismic line. (d, e) 
Forward modelling of the gravity data along seismic line 07GA-IG2. Mafic components in the 
Upper and Lower Etheridge Province were added to the initial seismic interpretation to better 
match the observed data.  
 
Fig. 5. (a) Migrated 20 s TWT displays of the uninterpreted and (b) interpreted versions of 
deep seismic reflection line 07GA-GC1. Vertical to horizontal scale is ~1:1, assuming an 
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average crustal velocity of 6 km s-1. (c) Magnetotelluric model for the seismic line. (d, e) 
Forward modelling of the gravity data along seismic line 07GA-GC1. Mafic components in 
the Etheridge Province and the Charters Towers Province were added to the initial seismic 
interpretation to better match the observed data. 
 
Fig. 6. (a) Migrated 20 s TWT displays of the uninterpreted and (b) interpreted versions of 
deep seismic reflection line 07GA-A1. Vertical to horizontal scale is ~1:1, assuming an 
average crustal velocity of 6 km s-1. (c, d) Forward modelling of the gravity data along 
seismic line 07GA-A1.  
 
 
Fig. 7. Expanded version of migrated 20 s TWT displays of (a) uninterpreted and (b) 
interpreted seismic sections showing detail for the southwest portion of deep seismic 
reflection line 07GA-IG1. Vertical to horizontal scale is ~1:1, assuming an average crustal 
velocity of 6 km s-1. 
 
Fig. 8. (a) Interpretation of the boundary between the Mount Isa Province and the 
Kowanyama and Numil Seismic Provinces to the east on seismic line 07GA-IG1. (b) 
Densities and (c) magnetic susceptibilities along seismic line 07GA-IG1, as recovered from 
the gravity and magnetic inversions. The eastern boundary of the Mount Isa Province is 
recovered by the inversions, although the dip is better resolved by the magnetic inversion. (d) 
Magnetotelluric model along this portion of the seismic line.  
 
Fig. 9. Expanded version of migrated 20 s TWT displays of (a) uninterpreted and (b) 
interpreted seismic sections showing detail for the northeast portion of deep seismic reflection 
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line 07GA-IG1. Vertical to horizontal scale is ~1:1, assuming an average crustal velocity of 6 
km s-1. 
 
Fig. 10. Expanded version of migrated 20 s TWT displays of (a) uninterpreted and (b) 
interpreted seismic sections showing detail for the northwest portion of deep seismic 
reflection line 07GA-GC1. Vertical to horizontal scale is ~ 1:1, assuming an average crustal 
velocity of 6 km s-1.  
 
Fig. 11. Expanded version of migrated 20 s TWT displays of (a) uninterpreted and (b) 
interpreted seismic sections showing detail for the central portion of deep seismic reflection 
line 07GA-GC1 (note slight overlap with Fig. 10). Vertical to horizontal scale is ~ 1:1, 
assuming an average crustal velocity of 6 km s-1. 
 
Fig. 12. Expanded version of migrated 20 s TWT displays of (a) uninterpreted and (b) 
interpreted seismic sections showing detail for the southeast portion of deep seismic reflection 
line 07GA-GC1 (note slight overlap with Fig. 11). Vertical to horizontal scale is ~1:1, 
assuming an average crustal velocity of 6 km s-1. 
 
Fig. 13. Geometry of the four seismic lines in the 2007 survey in three dimensions, showing 
distribution of the key provinces. 
 
Fig. 14. Map of north Queensland showing contours of Nd model ages from granites above 
the Numil, Abingdon and Agwamin Seismic Provinces. 
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Fig. 15. Cartoons showing possible scenarios for the geodynamic development of north 
Queensland. See text for descriptions.  
 
Fig. 16. Cartoon of physical and timing relationships between the provinces in the eastern part 
of north Queensland. 
 
















